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A variety of high-efficiency features also help you reduce 
running costs and protect the environment. For example, you 
can save paper and toner with double-sided printing. And 
you can choose the most from a selection of environmentally 
friendly settings.

Security is an ever increasing area of concern for Businesses 
and whether in the office or working at home you can be 
confident that Sharp offers robust security features that keep 
your documents and device secure:

Keeping your data safer

• Memory and Job status Clearance, on demand, so all 
scans and print information can be safely erased.

• AES 256 bit Data encryption and also the ability to encrypt 
PDF documents.

• Advanced network encryption using IPsec and SSL 
protocols keeps your information secure

• Users of your devices can be authenticated using a variety 
of methods, including card readers, PINs or passwords, 
to suit your preferred security protocols. Once users are 
authenticated, the connection to your network is fully 
secure.

• Data initialisation totally erases any retained data when 
it’s time to replace the MFP or Printer.

Simply smarter and 
more secure.

Sharp’s expanded range of colour and black & white A4 
workgroup Multi-Functional Printers (MFPs) and Printers offers 
intuitive ease-of-use, intelligent connectivity and effortless 
mobility. They act as a reliable, high-speed, high-quality and 
secure information hub that can grow with your business. 

Designed to make life easier, every model features an enhanced 
feature set and smart functionality, including touchscreens and 
Sharp’s award-winning Easy User Interface (UI). So you save 
time and effort when completing tasks and work more flexibly 
and productively. 

In addition, you can quickly access and share documents 
anytime and anywhere, as our MFPs and Printers easily 
integrate with existing network applications and public cloud 
services, including box and Dropbox*. Your valuable information 
is always robustly protected by the in built security feature set. 
Meaning that you comply with security regulations, such as 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

 

Easily and safely create, access and share business 
information – wherever you are and whatever your needs.

* provisionally available q4 2020
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Work smarter, not harder.
Simply get more done in less time with effortless ease-of-use,
performance enhancing functionality and a host of time 
saving features.

A touch simpler

Our devices feature an LCD touchscreen control panel with 
Sharp’s award-winning Easy UI, which provides an intuitive 
display and easy access to commonly used functions. Quick 
touch for Easy copy, Easy scan, Easy Fax* makes navigation of 
the device simple or if required move into the advanced options 
for a variety of enhanced choices. 

The perfect finish

Give your documents a truly professional look with a range of 
finishing and preview functions.

You can flexibly handle a variety of media, including  
cardstock, small media and envelopes, from the main tray  
or the multi-bypass tray. And you can choose from a  
compact in-line staple finisher or a professional finisher with 
multi-position stapling and hole punch.

Consistently high quality

Our MFPs and Printers can produce up to 1200 x 1200dpi quality 
documents with accurate colours and fine text definition.

Text and graphics on documents from any application 
are accurately reproduced using Adobe PostScript® 3™*. 
Maintaining consistent image quality from the first to the last 
page. Functions such as sharpness adjustment and auto askew 
ensure that all documents are perfect quality first time around, 
avoiding costly reprints and wasted time.

Sharp’s award-winning user interface - designed to make 
life easier.

.

Flexibility as standard

With speeds ranging from 33 up to 66ppm and the ability  
to handle weights up to 300gsm*, as well as a range of  
paper handling and finishing options, there’s an MFP or  
Printer to suit your needs.

The models are equipped with enhanced productivity features, 
such as the ability to feed multiple envelopes from the standard 
or bypass paper drawer.

Easy to configure paper trays allow you to maximise the 
machines potential, dependent upon your requirements, whilst 
maintaining that compact feel.

Quick printing and scanning 

What could be easier than walking up to your device and 
printing whatever you want without even logging into your 
PC? Simply insert a USB memory stick in the MFP/Printer and 
immediately access and print images and Microsoft® Office files. 
You can also scan and save documents straight to the
USB stick.

Easy document capture

Rather than having to retype documents when you only have a 
hard copy, you can use Optical Character Recognition (OCR)* to 
scan and capture them in various digital formats, including fully 
searchable PDFs and editable Microsoft® Office files.
* Not available on all models, please see individual product specification for details.
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Connections made easy. 

Work anywhere, on anything 

When you have to connect to a wired network you can’t always 
work when, where and how you want. With wireless LAN 
connectivity*4 you can locate your printers wherever they’re 
needed most, but you also have the flexibility to quickly 
connect and use them

One simple sign on

There’s no need to remember additional usernames and 
passwords. Instead, you can quickly access public cloud 
services using Single Sign On (SSO). It lets you securely print 
and store information using Google Drive™, OneDrive® for 
Business, SharePoint® Online, box, Dropbox with just one log in 
from the control panel.

Made for mobility

You’ll love how fast and hassle-free printing from a mobile 
device is. You can link to the MFP/Printer in seconds by simply 
holding it over the Near Field Communication (NFC) card 
reader*1*2 or by scanning the device’s QR code*1*3. Either way, it 
configures everything for you.

You can then print from and scan to mobiles and tablets over 
your wireless network or print from any app that supports 
AirPrint.
 

4

*1 Provisionally available from q4 2020
*2 For Android devices.
*3 For both iOS and Android devices.

Effortless connectivity means you can print, copy, scan 
and share the information you need quickly and efficiently 
wherever you’re working.
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Transforming the way you work.
Our range of A4 colour and black & white MFPs and Printers 
are designed to improve the productivity and efficiency of 
businesses of all sizes.

From desktop size to floor-standing workgroup size, our full range of models can satisfy the needs of almost any business and  
any budget:

Workgroup Essential: Compact and affordable MFPs and Printers with a range of advanced performance and security features.

Workgroup Office: Scalable MFPs and Printers offering the functionality and flexibility to maximise efficiency and productivity.

Workgroup Advanced:  Fast, reliable and powerful network MFPs and Printers that are feature rich and easy to use and access,  
anytime and anywhere.

Essential features – at a glance
Easily check to see which models best suit your particular needs using our range of intuitive feature icons:

Colour Black & white

Pages per 
minute

Scan speed 
(max. images 
per minute)

Paper capacity 
(max. sheets)

Memory 
capacity

Sharp Open Systems Architecture

Apple AirPrint available

Size of LCD 
touchscreen  

display

Hard Disk 
Drive  

capacity

Print  
resolution 

(dots per inch)

Wireless 
LAN 

capability

print copy scan fax
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With a paper capacity that can grow to 1,451 sheets you can 
produce professional colour output in-house on a flexible range 
of media, such as cardstock, small media and envelopes, from 
the main tray or a convenient single-sheet feeder.

This compact MFP delivers all the speed and efficiency benefits you’d expect from a larger device, but is small enough to be used 
wherever you need. As well as a modern design and space-efficient modular configuration, we’ve also included robust security 
features that keep your documents and devices secure. These devices will suit any work environment, whether you need a desktop 
or a floor-standing configuration or want to create colour or black & white documents.

MX-C357F

A colour LCD touchscreen that can tilt for easy viewing and 
the intuitive Easy UI ensures that everything, from everyday 
functions to the most complex processes, is made much 
simpler. And you can send scanned documents to a cloud 
repository of your choice and retrieve them whenever you 
want. In addition, robust security features ensure that your data 
is secure and compliant at all times.

Featuring ethernet, USB, mobile or wireless connectivity, 
this colour MFP will fit perfectly into any modern business 
environment, and its small footprint means you can place it 
almost anywhere in the office.  

MX-C357F 

33 1200 x 1200 1451 
sheets

500 GB2 - 6 GB

 47 ipm

WLANDisplay

Workgroup Essential

Optional Optional
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MX-C507F/MX-C407F/MX-C507P/MX-C407P

These colour MFPs and Printers provide the speed to enhance 
productivity combined with the functionality and reliability you 
need to work more efficiently. With the ability to print a single 
colour page in as little as 6 seconds, you can power through 
complex print jobs, even with large, high-resolution photos 
and graphics. And convenient direct printing from USB drives, 
network drives or cloud repositories saves you even more time.

Digital workflows and paper documents won’t slow you 
down either. The MFPs (MX-C507F/MX-C407F) can scan up to 
56ipm and feature a powerful quad-core processor, so your 
information is captured and made available to you and your 
network applications fast.

Workgroup Office
These space-saving, colour and black & white MFPs and Printers provide the high-speed, easy-to-use functionality and 
productivity-enhancing tools you need to do much more in much less time. Robust security ensures that your data is always  
safe, while expandable and flexible configurations mean that they can support the needs of even the most demanding of  
business environments.

MX-C507F/MX-C407F 

47/38 1200 x 1200 2300 
sheets

500 GB2 - 4 GB

56 ipm

WLANDisplay

MX-C507P/MX-C407P

47/38 1200 x 1200 2300/1451 
sheets

WLANDisplay

Optional
on MX-C407F

Optional

500 GB1-3GB/1 GB
Optional Optional
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These professional colour and black & white MFPs and Printers are feature rich, secure, high-performance, reliable devices for the 
most demanding of office environments. They will seamlessly fit into any busy workflow, so you can quickly boost your productivity 
and efficiency.

MX-C607F/MX-C557F

With print speeds of up to 57ppm and scan speeds of 114ipm 
these colour MFPs are perfect for the most demanding of 
workgroups, ensuring that your data is printed or captured and 
shared to your network applications fast.

Their true 1200 x 1200dpi colour print quality delivers 
outstanding professional results. You can print on different 
media types up to 300gsm, enabling you to produce a wide 
variety of high-quality documents in-house – especially if 
you attach one of the finishers with stapling and hole punch 
capabilities. And a 10” LCD touchscreen with the Sharp Easy UI 
makes them really easy-to-use for everyone, while also giving 
secure and easy access to workflow applications.

MX-C607P

Fast and flexible, this colour printer delivers top quality output. 
You can choose from a range of configurations designed to suit 
any workgroup, and print and connect from anywhere on any 
kind of device using the optional wireless or NFC interface. With 
robust security features you can be sure your data is always 
secure. And long-life consumables and a huge paper capacity
of up to 4,500 sheets mean that user interventions are kept to
a minimum. 

MX-B707F/MX-B557F 
With superfast printing of up to 66ppm and high-speed 
scanning of up to 144ipm, these A4 MFPs deliver every time. 
Multiple expandable configuration options with stapling, hole 
punching and stacking, combined with the need for minimal 
user interventions make them ideal for the most demanding 
of environments. A 10” LCD touchscreen with the Sharp Easy 
UI also ensures ease-of-use and effortless connectivity to 
workflow applications. With their robust security you can also 
rest assured that your data is safe.

MX-B707P/MX-B557P

Get the documents you need when you need them with 
print speeds of up to 66ppm and a powerful and reliable 
performance. These black & white printers also have a 
paper capacity of up to 4,400 sheets and options such as 
stacking, hole punching and stapling. So they need little user 
intervention but will significantly boost the productivity of  
large workgroups, while also keeping your data safe with  
robust security.

Workgroup Advanced
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MX-B707F/MX-B557F

MX-C607F/MX-C557F 

MX-C607P

MX-B707P/MX-B557P

57/52

66/52

57

66/52

1200 x 1200

1200 x 1200

1200 x 1200

1200 x 1200

4500 
sheets

3300 
sheets

4500 
sheets

4400 
sheets

500 GB

500 GB

500 GB

500 GB

2 - 4 GB

2 - 6 GB

1 - 3 GB

1 - 5 GB

114 ipm

144 ipm

WLAN

WLAN

WLAN

WLAN

Display

Display

Display

Display

Optional

Optional Optional

Optional

Optional Optional
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MX-C357F
MX-C507F
MX-C407F

MX-C607F
MX-C557F

MX-C507P 
MX-C407P MX-C607P 

General

Speed (ppm) 33 47 / 38 57 / 52 47 / 38 57
Touch Screen / Control Panel Display
Time to First Print (sec) (B/W / Colour) 8.5 / 8.5 5.0 / 5.5 6.5 / 6.5 5.0 / 5.5  7.0 / 7.0 7.0 / 7.0
First Copy Time (sec) (B/W / Colour) 9.0 / 9.5 7.0 / 7.0  7.0 / 8.0 7.0 / 7.0  7.0 / 7.0
Print Resolution (dpi) 1200 x 1200 1200 x 1200 1200 x 1200 1200 x 1200 1200 x 1200
Memory (GB) (max) 6 4 4 3 / 1 3
Hard Disk Drive (GB)

Scan & Fax

Document Feeder RSPF RSPF DSPF
Duplex Scan Speed (ipm) (B/W / Colour) 21 / 13 26 / 26 114 / 114
Simplex Scan Speed (ipm)  (B/W / Colour) 47 / 30 56 / 56 57 /  57
Optical Character Recognition
Auto Set
Fax

Paper Handling

Paper Capacity (sheets) (std) 251 650 1750 650 / 251 650
Paper Capacity (sheets) (max) 1451 2300 4500 2300 / 1451 4500
RSPF/DSPF Capacity (sheets) 50 50 150
Stapling
Punching
Stacker
Mailbox

Connectivity

Wireless LAN
NFC
AirPrint
Microsoft Exchange Server  
Gmail  
Google Drive*1

Sharepoint Online*1 
OneDrive*1

box*1

Dropbox*1

Software

Job Accounting II

Enhanced Security Features*2

Trusted Platform Module (TPM)
Data Overwrite 
SSL Certificate Verification
User Authentication (Local/LDAP/AD 
Kerberos)
Printer Job Authentication
Serverless Print Release 
Audit Log / Syslog RFC5424

Firmware Attack Prevention 
& Self Recovery 

Application Whitelisting
Device Management by AD 
Group Policy

Colour MFPs Colour Printers

*1 May not yet be available for all models. Please contact a Sharp representative for further details.
*2 Some features may require additional options. Please contact a Sharp representative for further details.

7” 10” 4.3”4.3”

Standard Not availableOptional

500 500500 500 500 500

4.3”

500
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Black & White PrintersBlack & White MFPs

Standard Not availableOptional

MX-B707F 
MX-B557F

MX-B707P
MX-B557P

General

Speed (ppm) 66 / 52 66 / 52
Touch Screen / Control Panel Display
Time to First Print (sec) (B/W) 4.0 / 4.5 4.0 / 4.5
First Copy Time (sec) (B/W) 3.9 / 4.5
Print Resolution (dpi) 1200 x 1200 1200 x 1200
Memory (GB) (max) 6 5
Hard Disk Drive (GB)

Scan & Fax

Document Feeder DSPF
Duplex Scan Speed (ipm) (B/W / Colour) 144 / 144
Simplex Scan Speed (ipm) (B/W / Colour) 72 / 72
Optical Character Recognition
Auto Set
Fax

Paper Handling

Paper Capacity (sheets) (std) 1200 650
Paper Capacity (sheets) (max) 3300 4400
RSPF/DSPF Capacity (sheets) 200
Stapling
Punching
Stacker
Mailbox

Connectivity

Wireless LAN
NFC
AirPrint
Google Cloud Print
Microsoft Exchange Server
Gmail
Google Drive*1

Sharepoint Online*1 
OneDrive*1

box*1

Dropbox*1

Software

Job Accounting II

Enhanced Security Features*2

Trusted Platform Module (TPM)
Data Overwrite
SSL Certificate Verification
User Authentication (Local/LDAP/AD 
Kerberos)
Printer Job Authentication
Serverless Print Release 
Audit Log / Syslog RFC5424

Firmware Attack Prevention 
& Self Recovery 

Application Whitelisting
Device Management by AD 
Group Policy

4.3”

500

Standard Not availableOptional

*1 May not yet be available for all models. Please contact a Sharp representative for further details.
*2 Some features may require additional options. Please contact a Sharp representative for further details.

10”

500
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Qualcomm® DirectOffice™

Welcome to Sharp
Sharp Business Systems UK Plc, a division of Sharp Electronics Europe, offers a comprehensive portfolio of award-winning
document management and display solutions to help organisations transform the way they engage with information. Sharp’s
industry-leading MFPs and high-volume systems sit at the heart of integrated applications for digital transformation.

Sharp’s proprietary Open Systems Architecture (OSA) technology transforms MFPs into powerful information portals, seamlessly
integrating to the cloud and third-party business applications. 

By facilitating the transition to new equipment, methods and processes, Sharp Optimised Managed Services help improve how
businesses interact with information through enhanced digital workflows and more collaborative working.

Sharp also offer a range of display solutions that include video walls for immersive entertainment, digital signage and innovative
interactive touchscreens for engaging presentations.

Our mission is to help our customers create their own workplace of the future. Our passion is to get to the heart and goals of our
customers’ businesses and people. Our products and services will continue to evolve, keeping pace with a rapidly changing world
and workplace. We are committed to meeting and exceeding your needs, now and into the future.

Toner Yields
A4 Colour Printers Toner Yields
  MX-C407P MX-C507P MX-C607P
Cyan (pages at 5% coverage) 6,000 10,000 20,000
Magenta (pages at 5% coverage) 6,000 10,000 20,000 
Yellow (pages at 5% coverage) 6,000 10,000 20,000
Black (pages at 5% coverage) 9,000 16,000 25,000

A4 Colour MFPs Toner Yields
  MX-C357F MX-C407F MX-C507F
Cyan (pages at 5% coverage) 6,000 13,000 13,000
Magenta (pages at 5% coverage) 6,000 13,000 13,000 
Yellow (pages at 5% coverage) 6,000 13,000 13,000
Black (pages at 5% coverage) 9,000 20,000 20,000

  MX-C557F MX-C607F 
Cyan (pages at 5% coverage) 20,000 50,000 
Magenta (pages at 5% coverage) 20,000 50,000  
Yellow (pages at 5% coverage) 20,000 50,000 
Black (pages at 5% coverage) 25,000 50,000 

A4 Black and White Printers Toner Yields
  MX-B557P  MX-B707P
Cyan (pages at 5% coverage) -  
Magenta (pages at 5% coverage) -   
Yellow (pages at 5% coverage) -
Black (pages at 5% coverage) 45,000 45,000  

A4 Black and White MFPs Toner Yields
  MX-B557F  MX-B707F
Cyan (pages at 5% coverage) -  
Magenta (pages at 5% coverage) -   
Yellow (pages at 5% coverage) -  
Black (pages at 5% coverage) 45,000 45,000  
 


